Looking for interpreter to volunteer their time
to give to a great cause!

ADWAS partners with the Chill Foundation to allow children are underserved in our community, the opportunity to learn board sports and put those skills that they learn on the slopes, water and the skate park, to use to overcome challenges in their daily lives.

The focus is on the building self-esteem and resiliency to help them reach their full potential. Their current situation doesn't have to define them or determine their path in life; Chill helps them to realize alternatives beyond the struggles they are dealing with.

Schedule:

**4:00 PM:** Bus drop pick up at locations TBD in Seattle

**5:30-6:30 PM:** Arrive at Stevens Pass

**8:00 PM:** End time at Stevens Pass

**10:00- 10:30 PM:** Bus drop off at locations TBD in Seattle

Please, if you know of anyone that is an interpreter that snowboards and wants to really make a difference, please email me at Nancy @adwas.org. If you do not have your own gear, they can set you up!

I need interpreters for snowboarding in January. Are you active? Do you want to learn how to snowboard or already know how? Please spread the word to your interpreter network.